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Abstract: It is known that certain self-dual connections are defined on quaternionic Kahler man-- 
ifolds. A. D.H.M-vanishing theorem H1(P3, F(-2)) = 0 . g 1s eneralized to anti-self-dual bundles 
on an arbitrary quaternionic Kihler manifolds with positive scalar curvature. The cohomology 
group is related to the solution space of quaternionic operators. 
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1. Introduction 
In [I] Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer gave an account of ideas of R. Penrose connect- 
ing the Riemannian geometry of certain four-dimensional spaces with complex three- 
dimensional geometry. The Penrose twistor fibration is a fundamental and important 
tool in algebraic geometry, if we want to find solutions to the anti-self-dual Yang-Mills 
equations. Especially, Atiyah-Drinfeld-HitchinManin [2] showed how a complete solu- 
tion to the problem of finding all anti-self-dual Yang-Mills fields on S* was constructed 
via the twistor space p 3. The crucial step in this work was the vanishing of the sheaf 
cohomology group 
H’(P3, q-2)) = 0, 
where p is the pull-back bundle on IF3 of anti-self-dual bundle F on S4. First, the above 
vanishing theorem was proved by Drinfeld-Manin [5] and Rawnsley [13] in case of S*. 
Hitchin [7] gave a generalization to a half-conformally-flat manifold with positive scalar 
curvature. 
The purpose of the present paper is to show that a vanishing theorem of this type 
still holds even in a generalization to a higher-dimensional case. The object in this 
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paper is a quaternionic Kihler manifold which is a 4n-dimensional oriented Riemannian 
manifold whose holonomy group is contained in the subgroup Sp(n) . Sp(l), n > 1. For 
example, we take Wp” instead of S4 E WP’. In fact, Mamone Capria-Salamon [4] 
conjectured that 
H*(lF2=+r, E(-2)) = II, 
where ED2n+* is a twistor space of WPn and F is a cz-self-dual bundle on WP”, which 
are generalizations of the notion of 4-dimensional case. 
First of all, Salamon [14] h s owed that there is a twistor fibering over an arbitrary 
quaternionic Kahler manifold M. The total space 2 with compact fibres llJ’ has naturally 
a complex structure in the same way as in the 4-dimensional case. Moreover, the twistor 
space 2 is actually a Kahler manifold when M has positive scalar curvature. We are 
interested in such a case and we use this Kahler structure. 
Next, as for Yang-Mills connection, Nitta [la] and Mamone Capria-Salamon [4] 
have developed independently higher dimensional analogues of the notion of self-dual 
or anti-self-dual connections on a quaternionic Kahler manifold M. Those connections 
are called cr,c2 and cs-self-dual connections in Galicki and Poon [6]. We use this 
terminology in this paper and focus attention on c2-self-dual connections, because c2- 
self-duality is related with holomorphy on the twistor space 2. Alternatively, if we pull 
back cz-self-dual form on M to 2, we get (1,l) f orm on 2. Therefore every cn-self-dual 
bundle on M is pulled back to a holomorphic bundle on 2. In Section 2 we recall the 
twistor space and the c-self-dual connection briefly. 
In the third section, we prove the main theorem. The main idea is to establish a 
correspondence between the elements of H’(Z, p(-2)) and solutions of a second-order 
operator on M, where E is the pull-back bundle on 2 of cz-self-dual bundle F on M. A 
difference to be emphasized in higher-dimensional case from 4-dimensional case is that 
such a correspondence is not surjective. We identify H1(Z, $‘(-a)) with the correspond- 
ing Dolbeault cohomology group. The elements of this Dolbeault cohomology group are 
uniquely represented by J&e-harmonic forms on 2. The notion of fibre-harmonicity is 
introduced by Rawnsley [13] in case of S4 and based on the twistor fibering p3 --+ S4. 
We extend this notion to the twistor space of an arbitrary quaternionic Kahler mani- 
fold with positive scalar curvature. The essential point is that the horizontal part of the 
element of the above Dolbeault cohomology group is completely determined in terms 
of vertical part. Hence, we turn our attention to the vertical part. If the vertical part 
restricted to every fibre is required to be harmonic, we can explicitly apply Serre du- 
ality for it on fibres IID’ and get a section of F, which satisfies a second-order operator 
on M. The positivity of this second-order operator implies our result. 
In Section 4, we attempt to find a background of the appearance of this operator. 
To do so, we introduce a quaternionic Dirac operator and a twistor operator on a 
quaternionic Kahler manifold. Then, the solution spaces to these operators are related 
to the cohomology groups on the twistor space. But we do not pursue the details of 
this argument. For example, see [3]. 
Finally, I would like to make a grateful acknowledgement to Professors K. Ogiue, 
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Y. Ohnita and S. Udagawa for many suggestions and kindly encoura,gement. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let M be a connected quaternionic Kahler manifold. Using the reduction theorem 
(see Kobayashi and Nomizu [9]), we see that the orthonormal frame bundle of the 
tangent bundle TM can be reduced to a principal Sp(n) Sp(l)-bundle P. Since the 
a.ction of Ad(g) (g E Sp(n)) on ~(1) is trivial, we take the vector bundle E = P xAr[ 
sp( 1) associated with the adjoint representation. Then the vector bundle E has the 
following properties. 
(1) E is a rank 3 subbundle of End(TM). 
(2) E has a local basis 1, J, Ir’ satisfying that 
(i) the Riemannian metric g is hermitian for I,J,1<, in the sense that 
g5( IX, 1Y) = g&X, JY) = g,(lr’X, ICY) = gz(X, Y), 
VXEM,VX,YET,M, 
(ii) I2 = J2 = -1, IJ = -JI = Ii’. 
(3) The connection induced by the Riemannian connection preserves E. In other 
words, if D is the induced connection, then 
D(E) c E 8 T’M. 
Conversely, the existence of such a vector bundle turns a Riemannian manifold into a 
quaternionic Kahler manifold. Therefore the vector bundle E is called the quaternionic 
h’iihler structure bundle of M. 
2.1. c-self-dual connection 
The vector bundle A2 T* M has the following holonomy invariant decomposition: 
A2 T*M = S2w $ S21E $ @“IHI $ S21Ej’-, (2.1) 
where W and IE are vector bundles associated with the standard representations of Sp( 1) 
and Sp(n), respectively. For example, W is a tautological quaternionic line bundle when 
the base space is a quaternionic projective space WPn. This decomposition can also be 
explained in terms of the Hodge *-operator as in the 4-dimensional case. To show this.. 
we note that E is isomorphic to S2W via the metric g. Explicitly, an element A E E, 
is mapped to WA by 
WA&y) = gWJ’) for X,Y E T,M. 
Then, making use of WI,WJ,WK which are locally defined 2-forms, we define a global 
4-form R by, 
~==w~Aw~+wJAwJ+wh_AW~. 
It is known that fi is non-degenerate and parallel on M. This form R is called the 
fundamental 4-form on M [lo]. 
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Definition 2.1.1. [6] A n w E A” T*M is called a c-self-dual form if 
*w = cw A fin-‘, 
where “*” is the Hodge *-operator. 
We notice that the above equation can be viewed as the self-dual or anti-self-dual 
equation on a 4-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold in case of n = 1. 
Theorem 2.1.2. [6] An w E /j’T*M is a non-zero c-self-dual form if and only if 
(1) w E S2W and c= cl = (2n+n I)!’ 
(2) w E S2E and c=c~=-(~~!~)!, 
(3) w E ( S2W $ S21E)’ and c = cg = (2,3 l)!’ 
We shall investigate metric connections on a complex vector bundle F equipped with 
a hermitian metric h. 
Definition 2.1.3. [6] A connection V is called c-self-dual if its curvature 2-form R” 
is a c-self-dual form. 
Remark. As we mentioned in the introduction, Nitta and Mamone Capria-Salamon 
have found these connections independently [4,12]. But they used different terminology. 
A;, I?2 and A;-connections used in Nitta’s paper correspond to cr,c2 and cs-self-dual 
connections, respectively. On the other hand, by Mamone Capria-Salamon, a cz-self- 
dual connection is called a self-dual connection. 
Theorem 2.1.4. [4,6,12] Every c-self-dual connection is a Yang-Mills connection. 
Remark. Moreover, if M is compact, then for i = 1 or 2 an arbitrary c;-self-dual con- 
nection minimizes the Yang-Mills functional [4,6]. It is known that we have essentially 
unique non-flat cl-self-dual connection over a simply connected quaternionic Kihler 
manifold whose dimension is greater than or equal to 8 [ll]. 
In this paper, we are concerned with c2-self-dual connections. Therefore, we give a 
property of c2-self-dual form. The decomposition (2.1) is based on the adjoint repre- 
sentation of Sp(n) . Sp(1). When bP(n) @s#(l) is regarded as one of Lie subalgebras 
of so(4n), the subspace invariant by the adjoint action of Sp(1) is just sp(n). This 
observation implies the following. 
Lemma 2.1.5. (see also [4]) A n w E A2 T*M is a c2-self-dual form if and only if 
w,(IX,IY) = w,(JX,JY) = w,(KX,KY), V z E M, V X,Y E T,M, 
where I, J, K is a local basis which satisfies the property (2) of the quaternionic Kahler 
structure bundle E. 
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2.2 Twistor space 
We give a quick review of the twistor space 2 of an arbitrary quaternionic Kahler 
manifold M, mostly in order to fix our notation (for details, see [14]). 
Let E,H denote the standard complex representations of Sp(n), Sp(1) on @2n,C2 
respectively. We identify the complex numbers C with the subfield of the quaternions 
IiiI generated by 1 and i. Similarly Wm gets identified with C2m. Then the complex vector 
spaces E, H possess a quaternionic structure j induced by the right multiplication by a 
unit quaternion j. In addition there are invariant skew forms WH E A2H*, WE E A2E* 
satisfying UH(hj, /i?j) = wH(h, k), UH(h,hj) > 0 if h # 0, and similarly for WE. These 
give identifications H 2 H*, E “= E*. From here, although we refer mainly to H, there 
is no problem of replacing H by E. By a standard basis of H we mean a unitary basis 
of the form {hr = h, h2 = hj}, so that wH(h, f~j) = 1. All these structures carry over 
to the fibres of the associated vector bundles, for example, W, IE. We denote by tijw a 
canonical section induced by OH. By a standard basis of W we shall simply mean a 
unitary pair of sections {hr = h, h2 = hj} defined over some open set of MI 
It is known that any irreducible Sp(n)xSp( l)- mo u e can be realized as a subspace of d 1 
some (@“E)@(Bq H), p,q > 0. The representations which factor through Sp(n).Sp( 1) 
are precisely those corresponding to p + q even. An arbitrary such representation has 
a real structure induced from the quaternionic structures of E,H, and we adopt the 
convention that it is to be thought of as a real vector space even if expressed in terms 
of E and H. 
Since M is a quaternionic Kahler manifold, T*M is expressed by the representation 
E@H as 
T" M = P xSp(n).sp(~) (E @ H) = IE@ w* 
Then, the Riemannian metric is given by 
We define an orthonormal basis of T’M over some open set U in M by 
0” = -&(f27~-1 8 h + ezp @ h2), 
03p = -&e2,@ hl - e2p--1 69 h2), 
84p = $$c2p @ hr + e2p--1 63 h2), 
for p= 1,2 ,..., n, 
where {hr,h2} is a standard basis of IHI and {er,e2,. . . , ezn} is a standard basis of IE. 
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The dual basis of TM to {8”, @I,. . . , f?3n, 04n} is denoted by 
E2P = g(elp-, 8 h”, - eip B hi), 
Es~ = --$e”,, 6~ h! - eip_, @h!), 
E4~ = $$e& 8 h! + ei,_, 8 hg), 
for p=1,2 )...) n, 
where {ht, hi} is a standard basis of W* which corresponds to {hl, hz} under LQ and so 
on. If we choose a suitable basis (1, J, A’} of the quaternionic Kahler structure bundle 
E, the above {El*, E21,. . . , Esn, Ean} satisfies that 
Eap = I&,, Es~ = J&P, E4p = A-El,, for p=1,2 ,..., 12. 
In general, W and IE may not be well-defined over the whole of M. So, we fix z E A4 
and take a neighborhood U of z on which the vector bundles W and IE may be defined. 
The tangent space T,M has an almost complex structure parametrized by W,\O in the 
following way: 
at h E l&\O. (2.2) 
The structure is clearly unchanged under non-zero scalar multiplication and hence, the 
complex projective bundle P(W) is considered to parametrize those almost complex 
structure. Moreover, P(lFlI) always exists globally over M. The projective bundle P@) 
is called the twistor space of M and denoted by 2. Hereafter, we use these notations 
without notice, where no confusion can arise. In order to show that Z has a natural 
complex structure, we need the following theorem due to Salamon, which is one of the 
essential points used in this paper. 
Theorem 2.2.1. [14] Let Rw be the curvature of the induced connection on W. For 
an arbitrary standard basis {hl = h, h2 = h}, the curvature 2-forms are given by 
Rf = -cth; v & E r(S2W), 
where 
c > 0 is a constant depending only on n, and t is the scalar curvature. 
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Theorem 2.2.2. [14] The twistor space Z of M has a natural complex structure. 
In order t,o use notations in the proof of this theorem due to Salamon, we review 
the outline of it briefly. Let nz : 2 - M and II : W\O ---+ U be the projections. Pick 
h E w,\O = II-‘(x). Th e connection on W induced by the Riemannian connection on 
M gives a decomposition 
T;(W\O) E T;(&\O) CD II*T,M. 
The cotangent space Th+(J&\O) to the fibre inherits a natural almost complex struc- 
ture from the complex structure of Ii& 2 Cc 2. On the other hand, the cotangent space 
II*T;M Z T,*M to M has an almost complex structure determined by [h] E P(W) as 
in (2.2). Thus we get an almost complex structure on lHI\O and shall show that the 
integrability condition for this structure is satisfied. 
Let a;, of denote the l-forms of the induced 
standard bases; 
connections on IE,W with respect to 
2n 2 
Ve, = c cq @ a,Q, Vhi = ChjBwf 
q=l j=l 
If coordinates are given by zl, .z2 on the total space of W, an arbitrary k E W may be 
written C;“=, k = zih;. Define the l-forms by 
8’=dz’+&jw;, i = 1,2. 
j=l 
Since .zi are holomorphic functions on each fibre I&, (0;) spans the distribution of 
( l,O)-forms corresponding to the space T,‘(W,\O). Put 
Q, = c ziH*(e, cs h;). 
i=l 
We see that {Q,} spans the distribution of (1,0)-f arms corresponding to the space 
Il*TzM. By a direct computation and Theorem 2.2.1, the distribution D = span{@, qp) 
is involutive. The structure is invariant under any non-zero scalar multiplication and 
passes to one on P(W) = 2. In the future, we shall omit a*, II*, where no confusion 
can arise. 
From the definition of the complex structure of 2, each fibre n-l(z) Z lf~’ is a complex 
submanifold. We may define the tautological line bundle 0(-l) locally over r-‘(U), 
which is holomorphic. However, 0(-l) @2 = 0(-2) is a well-defined holomorphic line 
bundle over 2. We denote by R’ the bundle of holomorphic l-forms on 2. Then, we 
get the following exact sequence of holomorphic vector bundles on 2 [14]: 
0 - (q-2) - 0’ - 0(-l) @ n*IE - 0. 
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By Sp( l)-invariance, the mapping 
i=l 
defines a canonical (1,0)-f orm cr on W\O. In terms of the coordinates si, 
(y = ,&r - z’e2. 
It is known that o is a holomorphic l-form on W\O and pushed down to 2 which is 
denoted by /3. Because (Y is quadratic in zl, z2, p is a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic 
section of R’ @ a(2). Th en, p determines an imbedding 0( -2) - 52l. 
From now on, we shall confine ourselves exclusively to a quaternionic Kahler man- 
ifold M with positive scalar curvature which is complete and connected. Then its 
twistor space 2 admits a Kahler-Einstein metric of positive scalar curvature [14]. It 
is important that the induced metric on each fibre X-‘(Z) (which is denoted by P,) is 
the same as the standard Fubini-Study metric on lP1 up to a constant scalar multiple. 
Consequently, EJ, is a Klhler submanifold of 2. On the other hand, K : 2 - M is a 
Riemannian submersion. 
2.3 Main result 
We mention the main 
Let F be a cz-self-dual 
theorem after preparing definitions and notations for our proof. 
bundle with a unitary structure on M. The pull-back bundle 
of F on 2 is denoted by p. E 8 0(-2) is abbreviated to p(-2) as usual. Since 0(-l) 
has the standard metric inherited from W, p(-2) is given a Hermitian structure. 
Definition 2.3.1. An element w of I’(AO!’ @ p(-2)) is called fibre-harmonic if the 
restriction wZ of w to an arbitrary fibre EJ, is harmonic for x E M. We denote by 
I’fi(AOv’ @ F(-2)) the space of fibre-harmonic elements of I’(AOt’ @ p(-2)). 
Remark. This definition is a generalization of the original one due to Rawnsley [13], 
but a fibre-harmonic form also applies to (an arbitrary vector bundle valued) (1,0) or 
(0, 1)-form on 2. 
Using this notion, we define (3(-2)-valued forms which are often treated in this 
paper. Recall that /3 is a nowhere-vanishing holomorphic (3(2)-valued l-form. If we 
restrict p to each fibre P, and apply Serre duality on P,, then we have an C3(-2)- 
valued (0,1)-f orm, which is, after changing a constant factor, denoted by (J. Since ,0 is 
a fibre-harmonic form, (T is written explicitly, for which we need only a local expression. 
So, we pull back u to w\O and denote it by 6. By a direct computation, 6 is described 
in the following way: 
-- -- 
3 = (,*1,2 : ,x2,2)2(22 @ - 2 0”). 
We summarize properties of (T obtained easily from the definition. 
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Lemma 2.3.2. CT is a vertical, nowhere- vanishing fibre- harmonic form. 
Next, we compute ao which is an 0(-2)-valued horizontal (0,2)-form. IJsing Sp( 1).- 
invariance, we get the pull-back form & on W\O: 
(2.3‘) 
To avoid using terms such as the horizontal or vertical part of a form on 2, we adopl, 
the following notation. 
fj(O.‘) = {W E @“) IQ(X) = 0 for all X E TIP,, and for all z E M}, 
and we denote by V( Oyl) the orthogonal complement of H(Ol’) with respect to the Kahlel 
nletric of 2. 
Here, we state the main theorem. 
Main Theorem. Let M be a quaternionic h’ahler manifold with positive scalar cur-. 
rature and F be a c2-self-dual bundle on M with a unitary structure. If the twistor 
space of M is denoted by Z and the pull-back bundle of F on Z is denoted by p7 then 
we have 
H’( 2, F(-2)) = 0. 
3. Proof of Main Theorem 
Proposition 3.1. For an arbitrary w E r(Ag”) @ F( -2)), we have the following de-. 
composition: 
where 
$ E r,,(@“’ 8 E(-a)), t E @:(-2)). 
Proof. If w is restricted to each fibre PZ, wr is d-closed. So, the Hodge-Kodaira theor) 
implies that there are a unique harmonic p(-2)lp,-valued (0, 1)-form w1 and a section 
t, of I’(E(-a)(,=) satisfying that 
w, = Wl +a,. 
Since F/P, is holomorphically trivial, Bott formula gives 
H’(IP,, F(-2)) = H’(P,,C?(-2)) 8 F, = 0. 
(‘onsequently, t, is also unique and by elliptic regularity, we obtain a smooth section t 
of F(-2) which, restricted to each fibre, corresponds to t, . It follows from (&)z = d,t, 
that 
r( $‘*) 8 p:( -2)) = rfh( A($“) @ p( -2)) + ar( F( -2)). 
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Next, we show the uniqueness of this decomposition and so assume that 
0 = II, + at, 
where $J E I’fh(Rk(O, 1) 8 p(-2)) and t E I’(p(-2)). Restricting this to each fibre, we 
get 
Thus & is a harmonic and exact form and hence it must vanish. Then t, is a holomor- 
phic section of O(-2) 8 F,, but we use Bott formula again to have t, = 0 and t = 0. 
By the above assumption, $= 0. Cl 
We give more detailed decomposition theorem suitable for our purpose. 
Proposition 3.2. The j&e-harmonic form w in Ifh(A’,(O, l)@ Q-2)) can be decom- 
posed into the following: 
where uh E r(H( OJ) 8 E(-2)) and s E r(F). 
Proof. First, we divide w into the horizontal part wh E I(H(OJ) @ p(-2)) and the 
vertical part wV E r(v(oJ) ~9 p(-2)): 
w=‘&+w,,. 
The existence of non-vanishing section o on the line bundle V(OJ) 8 ~(-2) implies that 
wu must be written 
with t a section of F. If we pull back w to an arbitrary fibre, we have 
Since w and o are fibre-harmonic and Fl p, is holomorphically trivial, t, is a constant 
section of Elf,. Therefore, t can be pushed down to M, or alternatively there exists a 
section s of F such that t = ~5s. •I 
Combined this with Proposition 3.1, for an arbitrary p(-2)-valued (0, 1)-form w, we 
have the unique decomposition as follows: 
w=wh+7r*s@a+Bt. 
We thus have a transform 
(34 
T : H’(Z, q-a>> - r(F), 
under the Dolbeault isomorphism H’( 2, E( -2)) E H”J( 2, p( -a)), 
T:w-s. 
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Proposition 3.3. This trun.sj~~rmation T : H’(Z, F(-2)) - I’(F) is injective. 
Proof. If we suppose that 
T(w) = 0, w E H”~‘(Z, p(-a)), 
then, from the decomposition (3.1), w is written in the form: 
w = wh + dt. 
Since w is d-closed, so is wh. Proposition 3.3 follows from the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. Ifwh E r(H(071)@F(-2)) sa 2s es t’ f; B uh = 0, uh itself is zero as a l-form. 
Proof. We pull back this form to Gh on w\O and express it locally in terms of a basis 
of (0, 1)-forms. Since iZIh is restricted to zero on each fibre, 
Wh = 2 sp 8 {ep B (Z*hg - E2h1)}, sp E r(F @ q-2)). 
p=l 
On the other hand ~LZ, = 0, so 
0 = c as, A {ep cg (z’hz - Z2h1)} + sp 8 a{e, C+ (i?‘hz - ,if2hl)}. 
P 
We are free to assume that Ve,l, = 0, z E M, then by the Sp(l)-invariance, 
d{e, @ (.Z’hz - E2111)} 
= (dt’ + z’w,~ - ~~~12) A ep B h2 - (G2 + Z’W~ t z2wt) A ep B hl 
= a1 Aep@hz -82Aep@hl. (3.2) 
7‘0 find (0, I)-part of this form, recall the definition of (l,O)-form 7p and the real 
structure of Z @ W. Explicitly, 
%+I = ep @ (z1h2 - z2hl), 5jzp = -e2p-1 @ (z1h2 - Z2h,), 
Thus we have 
dijp = l 
Izl I2 + (z2j2 
(Z’P + 982) A qp. 
(lonsequently, from (3.2) 
0 = 1 as, A 5jp $ sp @ l 
lz112 t lt212 
(~~8’ + z2ij2} A 5jp, 
a.nd, for each p, 
1 
asp -I- sp @ 19 12 + I*212 (A?’ + z282) = 0, 
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on an arbitrary fibre, hence 
a{(l~‘I* + 1.~*1*)s,} = 0, for each p. 
Since ~3h is pulled back from 2 E P(W) and Q, is linear in z and furthermore p is 
holomorphically trivial on each fibre, each sP may be regarded as a vector valued 
function of k = a’hl + z2h2 E (w\O)Iz satisfying the homogeneity equation 
s,(XZ’,Xt*) = x-*x-‘s,(2’,z2). 
Thus (1~~1~ + Iz*~*) sP is homogeneous of degree -1 and holomorphic, so that it must 
vanish. Hence Wh = 0 and wh = 0. 0 
We will show that T(w) satisfies some differential equations. To do so, we will find 
a constraint on s imposed by 
aw = qw, + ?r*s @3 CT) = 0. 
We now pull back w to 5 on W\O and express it locally in terms of a basis of 
(0, 1)-forms. Since wh is a horizontal form, 
G= c sp @ fjp + rl*s @ 5, 
where, s* E r(l:@e)(-2)). w e may choose {eP} such that, at a fixed point 2 E 
M, Ve, = 0 and so, from now on, we fix such a point and such a basis of IE. Applying 
8 to both sides, we obtain 
I%= C(B SP A VP + SP @ 1 
Izl I2 + Iz212 
(ZlBl t z*iq A VP) 
+ qn*s> A 5 + n*s @ a5. 
To compute V(II*s), we pull back @I’, i = 1,. . . ,4, p = 1,. . . , n and get 
(3.3) 
H*fpP - 1 1 
Jz 1212 t 121* w?*p-1 t z*q*p t 2*7#b, + z*77*p_& 
n*82p = 9 l*l,2 : l*2l2 
@/*p-l t z*fi*p - Z2Qp - z15i*p_l), 
n*e3P = 1 
Jz lzll2 : 12212 
(-z2772p-1 t z15j2p t EIQp - z*fj*p_~), 
n*84p = g lz’12 : I*2I2 t2*v2p-1 - i%*p + z$!p - z*5i*p_l). 
From the definition of the pull-back connection, we have 
a(n*s) = &,*l12 : I*212 c [( al - z2Jp) @ q*p-1 t (z*Kp + 2L,) @ ijap] 
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where, for an abbreviation, we adopt 
I, = rI*v&-l,s - l,mrI*v&pS, Jp = II*&,s + &iII*VElps, 
A-r, = rI*v~,ps + GirI*vE& L, = rI*v&/ - clrI*v~4pS. 
Taking account of Proposition 3.5, we focus the attention on the component of i;, which 
has its value in f(H(Ot’) @ V(Ov’) @ F(-2)): 
CC 
_ 1 
dSP A 77P + sP @ I*1 12 + I2212 
(.a t z282) A TjP) + a(n*s) A 6 
1 
= (12112 + lz212)3 
x ~[(~(z1~p-z2Jp)+s2p-,zl(li’~2t Iz212)2)ihq2p_1 
+($ (z*Z, - z2Jp) t s2p__1z2( 12 12 + ,p212,,) e2 A 77&?-l 
+$ (A-, t 2 Lp) + s&J1 (1212 t lty)y A qzp 
t($ (z2& t zl&,) t s~~z~(\z~)~ t Iz~\‘)~)~~ A ij2p 
t (as2,-1 A 772p-1 t 8~2, A 5j2p) . 1 
Since 3 is pulled back from 2 and p is holomorphically trivial on each fibre, we may 
regard sp as a vector valued function of k = t’hl + z2h2 E (H\O)lZ. The hypothesis 
on w yields that the component of 8w in I’( Ho,’ 8 V”3’ @ p(-2)) must vanish, so sp 
satisfies the following equations: 
dSZp__l 1 z2 
~ = ~(1~112 t 1~2,2)3(“‘p - z2Jp)- 
2’ 
3z1 
dS2p-1 1 -2’ z2 -----~- 
iG2 Jz(l*ll2 t lz212)3(z11p - z2Jp) -
,z2~2)3(Z2Kp + ‘lLp) - 
2’ 
(2’ (2 t (*212S2pr 
asap 1 
-1 
dz2 = \/I(,~~12~*~z212)3(z2/cp + ‘.ILp) - 
t2 
1912 t Iz212s2p* 
From (3.4) and (3.5), we have 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
2 dS2p--l , dS2p-1 1 1 
Zdz’-Zp=- dz2 
&(Izl12 + ,z212)2(z1~P - Z2JPh 
-1 asap- + 22 ds2p-1 
Zat’ 
- = -s2p-_l. 
dZ2 
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Proposition 3.3 assures the existence and the uniqueness of the solution to these equa- 
tions. In fact, considering that sp also satisfies the homogeneity equation as Lemma 3.4, 
we can solve these explicitly: 
1 
%-1 = Jz( ,zl ,2 + ,,2,2)2 PJP - 224J) - 
Applying the same computation to (3.6) and (3.7), we get 
Before we go to the next step, we may suppose without loss of generality that Vhl = 
Vh2 = 0, at the fixed point x E M. Then this, combined with the previous hypothesis 
that Ve, = 0, at x E M, implies that 
VE+,E~~=O, for i,j=l,..., 4 andp,q=l,..., n, at xEM. 
Since we no longer have necessity of taking the II @ V(Oy’) 8 &‘(-2)-component of 
?G into account, substituting sp into (3.3), we obtain 
Zk.Z= II’S@ 
2ct 
(I2112 + 1,212)2 C5j2PAij2P-1 
+ fi(,zl,2: 122/2)2 c( 
-z’dJ, A 712p-l - z2dIp ~?j~~__~ (3.8) 
where we used the equation (2.3) in Section 2, to get the first part of the right-hand- 
side of the above equation. Recalling the definition of Ip, Jp, Ii’,, L, and considering 
that these are the pull-back sections to W\O, we can apply the same way to compute 
a(B*s) to the second part of the right-hand-side of (3.8). 
We pick up ~~r\~~_r-terrns in %.Z and ignore the other terms, which do not appear 
in 4-dimensional case. From c2-self-duality and Lemma 2.1.5, the curvature form RV 
of V satisfies that 
and 
R”(El,, &J = -R”( E+, E4J, 
RVb%,%) = RV&,, E+), 
RV(~~,,E4g) = -RV(E2P, Es&, 
for p,q= l,..., 72, 
Rv(Er,~Er,) = Rv(Ezp, E2J = Rv(Esp, Exq) = Rv(E4p,E4q). 
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Making use of these equations and Ricci identity, we have 
1 
~[-,211211*(f:vE,~V~,~~) 
2W12 + lz212)3 P=r i=l 
- ,z2,2rI* (2 v&,vE,ps)l @ 772p A 772p-1 
i=l 
n 
+ II’S @ (,zl,2 yz2,2)2 p=, ii2P A 5j2P--1 = O, 
c 
and so 
1 
D*((-lx 2(1z’12 + lz212)2 p 
vL?,,vE;.,s) + 4ct s) 8 772p A 772p-1 = 0. 
i 
(lonsequently, we obtain 
cc -v&J$,s) + 4cts = 0, for p= l,...,?z. 
Summing up the both-sides with respect to p = 1,. . . , n, we get 
cc -VE,,VE,,S) + 4nct s = 0. 
P,i 
The assumption that VE,,Ejq = 0 at a fixed point 5 in M implies 
(V’V + 4nct)s = 0, 
where V*V is the Laplace operator. 
Since V*V 2 0 as an operator and ct is positive from Theorem 2.2.1, the equation 
(V*V + 4nct)s = 0 h as only a trivial solution. The Main Theorem is thereby proved. 
4. Linear field equations in a Yang-Mills background 
We have given the above proof in a computational and coordinate-based fashion. 
Bowever, the operator V*V + 4nct has its origin in linear field equations. As mentioned 
in the introduction, we give the outline briefly. For the details of quaternionic 
operators, see Baston [3]. 
Using the isomorphism TMc S IFi? 8 IE’ E W* 8 IE g Hom(W, IE), we define 
% 
invariant 
y:TM@ - Hom(IHI, IE). 
Moreover, we denote by 7*(E;,) the adjoint operator of y( Ei,) E Hom(W, IE) with 
respect to hw and IQ, i.e. 
h(y*(E;,)e, h) = hE(e, Y(Eip>h>, 
where {Eip} is a basis of TM in the Section 2.2. Then, we have the following. 
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Lemma 4.1. It holds 
(1) Y*(E+)Y(&) = ; Idw, 
(2) Y*(Ei,)r(Ej,)+y*(Ejp)r(E;,)= 0 (i #j), 
(3) -!'(Eip)r(Ej,) = 0 (Pf q). 
Making use of y, we define 
D : Iyw) - r(E), 
w = c Y(Eip)VEtpdh 4 E v-q. 
P,i 
This operator D is called a quaternionic Dirac operator, because this corresponds to 
a Dirac operator up to a constant multiple in 4-dimensional case. The formal adjoint 
operator D* : I’(IE) ---+ I’(W) is expressed as 
Lemma 4.1 implies that the WeitzenbGck formula of these operators is 
D*D4 = iv*04 - C C Y*(E;p)Y(Ejp)RdEip, Ejp)4, 
p i<j 
where 4 E I’(IHI) and Rw is the curvature of W. This combined with Theorem 2.2.1 
implies that 
D’ D~!J = $V*Vq$ + 3nct 4. 
Next, we define the twistor operator D : I’(W) --+ F(IHI@IRl@ E) as follows: 
&5 = V+ $ ~y*(~ip)~~~~ip. 
The next proposition explains the reason why the operator D is called the twistor 
operator. 
Proposition 4.2. H”(Z, CJ( 1)) is isomorphic to the space of solutions of D#I = 0. 
Proof. For an arbitrary 2 E M, the restriction to P, implies that 
and thus gives a transformation 
s : ~~(z,o(i)) - r(w). 
Let { hl, h2} be a standard basis of W with corresponding coordinate functions .9, z2 
and suppose that Vh;l, = 0 for some fixed z E M. For any t E H”( 2,0(l)), t is written 
as 
t = Q.2 + p2, 
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where o, p are smooth functions on M. By the definition of S, we get 
S(,t) = ah2 - /3h,. 
Assume that, 
da(x) = el @ hl + e2 8 ha, Q(z) = c3 8 hr + e4 EJ h2. 
.&s usual, we regard t as a function of W\O. Then, 
dt = zr er EJ hl + z1 ez B h2 + .z2e3 8 hl + z2e4 CXI h2 + &.zl + /3dz2. 
For an arbitrary k E (IHI\O)lz, th e complex structure of W\O yields that ei = dzi, i = 1,2 
at a fixed point z E M. Therefore, at, = 0 is equivalent to 
cl = e4, e2 = e3 = 0. 
On the other hand, after a long computation, ES(t) = 0 implies tha,t 
dP(EI,) = -J=Q3&J = da(E3J = GidCr(E4p), 
-dp(E3p) = Gdp(E4p) = da(Er,) = Gida(EQJ. 
It is easy to see that these are equivalent to equations (4.1). q 
(4.1) 
The adjoint operator o* : I’(W @ W @ IE) ---+ I’(W) of the twistor operator D is 
expressed as 
D*dt = v*lil+ f c VEIP (7. Cr(~:,,)$(E,,))(E;,), 
P,i ,,j 
where W 8 W 8 E Z W @ T’M is used. Then, the Weitzenbock formula is written a,s 
follows: 
Suppose that 04 = 0 and D$ = 0, then we can contract 4 and r/j using the metric 
hw and obtain a scalar function f = hw(qb,$). Note that 
c h&‘E,p6 VE,,+) = c $Au(Y*(&)DA VE,,G) 
= ; c hGV,y(&p)VE,,+) = 0. 
Consequently, we have 
v2f = &u(v2A +) + MA v2$), 
and hence 
v*vf = hw(V*VA $) t hw(4, V*W+ 
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The WeitzenbGck formulae yield that 
(v*v + 4nct)f = 0. 
This is just the operator which is used in the proof of the Main Theorem. 
By replacing the covariant derivative of W by general ones, we extend a quaternionic 
Dirac operator to an operator in a Yang-Mills background: 
D : rywc3 F) - IyE@ F). 
In particular, if F is a cz-self-dual bundle, the Weitzenback formula still holds, since 
it follows that 
C C 7*(E+)7(Ejp)RF(E;,, Ej,)+ = 0, 
p i<j 
for any 4 E r(F). 
Imitating a correspondence between H’(Z, p(-2)) and I’(F), we consider 
PJ( 2, F( -3)) - H”9’(iP,,0(-3)) @ F, (restriction) 
N H’9’(lP,, O(3))* CXI F, (Serre duality) 
Z Ho@, O( l))* 8 F, 
z @r @ Fz, 
and thus we have a transformation 
Tl : PJ(Z, F(-3)) - rp.4 @ F). 
Along the almost same line as the proof of the Main Theorem, we may show that 
wi(4) = 0 for an arbitrary w E PJ(Z, F(-3)). 
At the end, the natural product map 
HO(Z,(3(1))~HO,‘(Z,~(-3)) - HOJ(Z,F(-2)) 
gives the operator V*V + 4nct. 
Remark. When the base space is Wp”, we have an another proof of this vanishing 
theorem, using an algebraic geometrical technique and induction with respect to the 
dimension [8]. 
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